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I had Dr. Gastel in a scientific writing course. It was the single most helpful course of my graduate
career. Every person entering the sciences should be required to take a scientific writing course.
Her book, like her course, changed my career for the better. I now teach freshman and sophomore
science courses. In lab, I assign this book for my students to get used to reading/writing
scientifically.This book has concise, specific chapters. Gastel doesn't waste words. She (and Day)
also tell you exactly what you need to know and why you need to know it.I think this book should be
mandatory for anyone entering the field of science.

Have referred to this book in both earlier and the latest editions many times over the years as a
science professor. Great instructional source for teaching basic writing skills to graduate students,
postdocs and even experienced scientific writers.

I love this book! I just finished writing my first manuscript and I used this to help me. Day and Gastel

are slightly sarcastic, which makes reading this more enjoyable. Not only are there chapters on how
to write different sections of a paper, but chapters on how to write to the public and the use/misuse
of English.

This book is a real classic! The writing is clear and simple, and the humor makes for very light
reading. This book explains clearly and easily all the sections of a scientific paper and offers tips
that will aid in writing and publication. The new edition also deals with other types of scientific writing
such as blogs, theses, book reviews, etc.

This is overall a great book for anyone who is looking to hone their science writing or someone who
is just beginning. Easy read and provides good examples. I bought it for my senior thesis course in
college and it has helped me better understand my own writing process. Would recommend.

It is a good book for beginners, but may be too superficial for the dedicated writer

Covers all aspects of preparing, writing and formatting a paper. Coverage sometimes even deeper
than necessary. Ideal for first-time paper authors.

The book is really good. Your professor will provide you directly with what they expect in your
scientific writing, but this book will help you answer some of the questions that may lie "in between
the lines." if you want to perform better overall on your lab reports, this book would be a good
investment. I recommend this seller to anyone.
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